
Vermont Global Exchange First Conversation – Feb 9, 2011 
 
How to Grow the Operations Overseas:   How rank opportunities that come in? 
 
Ann Martin:  Pick and choose where put limited resources.   PH Harmony long history in 
working in some countries.   Look across the borders, and our funders  look with us 
based on shared cultural and geographical history.   Have models for strategy that have 
worked well.  These are branded models that we’re talking with people about, a tool 
box of approaches to address certain issues.   We’re also engaging in newer partnerships 
with corporations with multinational presence – merging our experience with theirs.    
 
Jeff  Shumlin:  Preferred way to move into a new place.   We are tuition driven.   We 
follow personal contacts as we expand around the world with individuals and 
organizations willing to do something with us and for us.    
 
George Hamilton:   Strategy focus on green house gas emissions, democracy in 
governance,   We have been in Eastern Europe.  Now in China and want to go to India – 
biggest source of emissions.   To break into these countries, raise seed cap, listening and 
learning, then once there is raise the implementation capital.    
 
Ann:   Raise seed capital to go into a country where no experience.   In terms of looking 
at your mission and how that might manifest.    
 
Saleem Ali:   A bigger challenge if it doesn’t meet the idiosyncracies of the 
philanthropists.    As an academic this is disturbing because agenda is being driven often 
by single donors whose perspective may be limited. 
 
Nina:   Youth get inspired through our programs and we provide resources to help them 
think about a project they might want to start.   Then we follow the young people in 
what they want to do.   We raise money for infrastructure not the project. 
 
Will:   Social action and enterprise.   Our econ system that is not working well has a big 
influence and I’m part of an organization that is addressing this problem – New 
Economics Institute.  I’m focused on place based local action where market can be your 
friend.   Leverage market forces for social change. 
 
George:   Use closest donors to seed new venture.   Your most trusted funders give you 
seed money.   Do a lot of listening and learning before we could come up with a project. 
 
Megan Camp:   Building support through funders and partners.   Build on relationships 
we already have.   Follow authentic partnerships and deepening relationships with 
donors.    
 



Saleem Ali:  Corporation concerned with jewelry:  Tiffany and Co.  I wanted to do a 
project to study the environmental influence of color gem mining.   Not many interested 
in it.  Wrote a letter of inquiry.   Got a reply.   They were intrigued.   Asked me to write a 
full proposal.   Different pressure us with geographic  locations.   Wanted to study in 
Burma and Myramar.   Odds were stacks against us.   But persisted.   A graduate student 
worked on the project.   Did project in Cambodia, and other countries, but because of 
government resistance could not do the project in Burma. 
 
Jeff:   National Geographic   came to us and asked to marry our student work to their 
international programming.   Downside was a corporate culture that was difficult to 
adapt to; excited by new markets and ops, but not an easy one to adapt to. 
 
Question:   What about the downsides of partnerships? 
 
Megan Camp:  Importance of checking in and not making assumptions about intellectual 
property.    Experience with one partner who requested that we not work in their 
geographical area.  It has blindsided us but I’m sure there is an opportunity there. 
 
Will:   Costa Rican university with a four year program focused on sustainability 
program.   Breakdown of normal funding support.  Process of keeping boat floating.  
 
Question:   Brenda, tell us about a partner you merged with. 
 
Brenda: Two npn-profits working in same service area and had worked a while.   We 
were driven to do the same things by funders which brought us together.   Had a strong 
relationship.   Each had staff of about 40.   There came the right moment and we had 
the right Boards.   Their Board president called to sound us out.   The Boards need to be 
committed to the mission to create these assets, and move forward with them.   Used a 
small group from each Board to look at the merger.   Merging was the only option that 
could create the outcomes we wanted.    Used the opportunity to build a different org 
structure so we could grow in the future.   Took 3 years.   Was a real success.   Founding 
board was made up members of each board.   Hardest thing was pushing through 
changes.   Always resistance, but when people get through changes, they are proud of 
them. 
We preserved the gains we made and are continuing to produce even in hard times. 
 
Curtis:   Dissolved partnership with Sharon Academy.   With the Tuck Bus School at 
Dartmouth, looked at how be sustainable.   Looking at colleges that want sustainability 
degree programs.   Now looking at a variety of ideas doing sustainable work and 
interests in Ladahk and Bhutan.   Accredited by VT Dept of Ed.    Looking at for-profit 
models, looking to a private school in another state for their students as well as VT 
students.  So dissolving the partnership made us go in other directions that are exciting.    
 
Question:   Curtis, tell us about how you moved into Bhutan. 



 
Curtis: Bhutan wanted to reform education system.  Went with 75 foreigners from 15 
countries and met with 75 Bhutanese educators to talk about how to revise curriculum 
based on GNH.   Wrote a proposal that included environment, conservation, equity.   
They were interested in our work in Ladakh.   Talked with education ministers.   Liked 
intercultural aspect.  Invited by Prime Minister who wants to start a GNH Center in 
Bhutan, a demonstration site for renewable energy, etc.   Four days:  wrote a concept 
paper for GNH Center in center of Bhutan.   Now we’re trying to get funding.  
 
Saleem Ali:   Bhutan is a bit of a distraction.  A very small country that has a model that 
could be replicated.   Attractive for donors for oddity factor.   But other countries have 
greater need.   Need to grapple with tough issues. 
 
Question:   How rank opportunity?    
 
Curtis:   I agree with Saleem.   With Bhutan, follow the funders.  It is a trendy place.   
There are difficult problems.   A lot of funders are there and there is cockymany. 
 
Saleem:   Pakistan has 20 million people homeless because of flood.   I have trouble with 
people who are looking at boutique opportunities and not at the really tough problems.  
 
Will:   Found some support from consistent funders but not as successful as SF in VT.   In 
Costa Rica, the challenge is to leverage market influence.   How plug into leading policy 
framework for valuing forests and watershed and biodiversity in such a way that we 
have access to resources.   There are government funders (Norway, Dutch) who are 
interested in earth restoration.   Eco system restoration, using an economic framework 
(ecotouruism, land use,). 
 
Meg Brook:  Our funding is driven by members and registrants.  Not going after other 
funding now.    
 
Ann Martin:  Pay attention to governments of countries, what their desires are and our 
mission and what funding (from govt, private or corp), bring those factors together.  
Play your hand the best way. 
 
Question:   Fran, why do you think Vermont is attractive to overseas development 
efforts? 
 
Fran:   Why is VT so interested in the globe?    People who have seen the world want to 
return to a place that has strong values, lives gently on the earth, cares about 
community.   It is a wonderful place to contemplate how to make a difference. 
Very special people choose to live here and choose to do important work and are not 
afraid to think about global change.  



Saleem:   VT is a nice place to live.   Not far away from DC and NY.   VT culture – a culture 
of accepting multiple missions. 
 
Will:   There is a group that has chosen VT because the scale of VT is small and the 
composite of folks thinking about how the world could work is vital.  Here we can 
explore and test things that may have wider relevance.    An example of this is 
ISC which started out with VT communities wanting to learn how to be more 
sustainabile and then found there were learnings that could be shared more widely.   I 
am going to host a group of Fullbright scholars who will come from other countries in 
April and will look at our models with the idea that there may be things they can take 
back.     
 
Tom turned to Craig to end the conversation. 
 
Craig:   We’re grateful for the many efforts we’ve heard about and the vitality of the 
interchange.   The most important ideas will probably be those that occur to you as you 
reflect on everything that was exchanged today.     


